
 

 

Projections 
Existing maintenance budget 
The quality of a road can be measured by its roughness. At
present, the average international roughness index (IRI) of
national roads is about 7. At an IRI of 6, roads are usable by
2WDs but at low speeds. At an IRI of 8, roads have
deteriorated to an extent that travel is rough as well as slow
and is damaging 2WD vehicles.  

It is projected that the IRI could rise to 12 within 10 years,
possibly as early as 2018, if maintenance expenditure on
national roads continues at recent levels (around $10 million
annually). This would render most of the national road
network unusable by 2WDs. 

Roads that are poorly maintained deteriorate at an
increasingly rapid rate. Without proper maintenance, roads
can remain usable for a few years after construction or
rehabilitation, but they then begin to deteriorate—and the
rate of deterioration accelerates the longer they are poorly
maintained. This is the current situation facing much of the
national road network. Without rehabilitation, the current
level of maintenance expenditure will be too low to prevent
a substantial decline in road quality.  
 

Road roughness with no change in expenditure 

 IRI = international roughness index. 
 Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili.  
 

A 25% to 50% increase in the maintenance budget 
Can an increase in the maintenance budget prevent this
situation? Projections show that a 25%–50% increase in
maintenance expenditure would only drop the peak IRI from
12 to about 11 within 10 years. While an improvement, most
national roads would still be largely unusable by 2WDs. 
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About this policy brief 
What will be the condition of the national roads in 2015 and
beyond? Will these be in better condition than today, or will
these have deteriorated? This policy brief addresses these
questions and provides advice on the appropriate level of
expenditure on the national roads. 

Projections are presented based on the condition of
national roads at different levels of expenditure. Continuing
the current maintenance levels would lead to a substantial
deterioration in the quality of national roads. These
projections indicate that most national roads would generally
only be usable by four-wheel drive vehicles (4WDs) within
10 years and at slow speeds, if expenditure remains at current
low levels.  

A 25%–50% increase in maintenance expenditure would
help, but there would still be severe deterioration. Within
10 years, national roads would be difficult for two-wheel drive
vehicles (2WDs) to use, travel would be slow, and vehicles
would suffer considerable damage from the rough roads. 

The solution is a substantial increase in expenditure on
rehabilitation, coupled with adequate maintenance over the
long run.  

Clearing the backlog of rehabilitation works by 2015
would lead to an immediate improvement in the quality of
national roads. Instead of deteriorating, roads would generally
be usable by 2WDs at high (and safe) speeds. The cost of the
extra works would be more than offset by extra benefits for
users. It is projected that a budget of about $300 million over
2012–2027 would generate benefits of about $900 million (in
present value terms). 

The projections are based on low estimates of unit costs.
However, even with much higher costs, there is still a sound
case for quickly rehabilitating national roads. That is, the
benefits would still outweigh the costs. 

The projections do not factor in the need to upgrade
some national roads to accommodate rising traffic volumes.
Upgrading—wider roads with softer, smoother curves—
would both contribute to, and be required, by a high rate of
economic growth.  

The projections reconfirm that a substantial increase in
expenditure on the maintenance, rehabilitation, and upgrade
of national roads is essential to achieving the goals of the
Strategic Development Plan 2011–2030. 
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Budget implications 
Clearing the backlog of works would require an additional
budget allocation for national roads of up to $135 million over
the next 15 years. This is equivalent to about $85 million in net
present value terms (the future costs converted to a lump sum
as of today).  

This cost estimate is conservative. The projections assume
an average unit cost of rehabilitation of around $200,000 per
kilometer; it will be higher than this in mountainous areas, but
lower in flatter areas where roads are in better condition. This
unit cost provides only for basic rehabilitation and does not
factor in the emergency work required by landslides, shifting
rivers, and other unpredictable events. Nor does it factor in
the cost of the thick asphalt overlay being considered by the
government to strengthen roads and reduce roughness. Such
an overlay could raise the unit cost to as much as $400,000
per kilometer. 

Importantly, the unit cost will rise the longer
rehabilitation is delayed, and with it the budget required to
clear the backlog of works. This is because the longer that
rehabilitation is deferred, the faster the roads will deteriorate.

 
Road maintenance budget (in $ million, 2012–2027)a  

Required Net 

budget present value

Existing maintenance budget 166 118

25% increase in maintenance 218 135

50% increase in maintenance 278 161

Backlog cleared by 2017 292 182

Backlog cleared by 2015 300 204

Scenario

a  Based on conservative cost estimates and adjusting estimates prepared for
85% of national roads. 
Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili. 
 

Benefits 
The improved road conditions provided by rehabilitation will
generate benefits for road users. Better roads reduce the
operating costs of vehicles, because less fuel and oil is used
per kilometer when travel is faster and smoother. Better roads
also reduce the wear and tear on vehicles, reducing repair and
maintenance costs, and ensuring vehicles last longer. Even
public transport users benefit, as lower costs mean lower
fares. Better roads also reduce travel times, providing cost
savings for businesses and workers, and benefits for non-work
travelers. 

When these benefits are converted into dollar terms, they
are valued at about $900 million when the backlog in works is
cleared by 2015 or 2017. While there are also large benefits
from just increasing maintenance, and even from continuing
maintenance expenditure at recent levels, the benefits are
much lower than those provided by rehabilitation. 

Road roughness with additional maintenance
 

 IRI = international roughness index. 
 Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili. 

 
Clearing the backlog of works 
Low levels of expenditure on maintenance have created a
backlog of works. National roads that could have been kept in
good condition with regular maintenance now need
rehabilitation to return to a maintainable standard and ensure
that travel is faster and safer.  
        Projections have been prepared for two rehabilitation
scenarios: one where the backlog is cleared by 2015, and one
where the backlog is cleared by 2017. 

Both rehabilitation scenarios would quickly reduce the
average roughness of national roads. The IRI could be reduced
from the current level of about 7 to below 4. At an IRI of 4,
roads are readily usable by 2WDs and travel is generally fast
and safe. The sooner the backlog of works is cleared, the
faster the IRI is reduced to below 4. An IRI of about 4 provides
a good target, being a typical international standard for roads
with characteristics that are similar to Timor-Leste’s. 

 
Road roughness with rehabilitation 

 

 IRI = international roughness index. 
 Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili. 
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Deducting the costs from the benefits provides an
estimate of net benefit. This net benefit is the improvement in
national welfare or well-being provided by expenditure on the
national roads.  

The net benefit is highest when the backlog of works is
cleared quickly. For example, the net benefit of clearing the
backlog of works by 2015 is close to $700 million (in present
value terms). This is a substantial net benefit, about
equivalent to the country's nonpetroleum gross domestic
product for 2010. In essence, the rehabilitation of national
roads could generate a net benefit equal to one year’s worth
of nonpetroleum gross domestic product. 

The net benefit from maintenance—whether at current
levels or with budget increases of 25% to 50%—is also
sizeable. But it is much less than the net benefit available from
clearing the backlog of rehabilitation works. 
 

Summary of benefits (2012–2027)a  

Gross Net

Existing maintenance budget 546 428

25% increase in maintenance 648 513

50% increase in maintenance 708 547

Backlog cleared by 2017 829 647

Backlog cleared by 2015 886 682

Benefits (in $ million, present value)
Scenario

a Based on conservative cost estimates and adjusting estimates prepared for
85% of national roads. 
Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili. 
 

The need for upgrading 
Rising traffic volumes will require progressive upgrading of
much of the national road network, including widening the
road and improving the alignment (e.g., to straighten curves).
While motorcycles account for most traffic at present, the
importance of large vehicles will expand as the economy
grows, adding to the imperative to upgrade roads. 

The net benefits of upgrading are not examined in the
projections, but are expected to be substantial. Separate
analysis has demonstrated a good case for upgrading those
national roads with high traffic, as proposed in the Strategic
Development Plan 2011–2030. 
 

Traffic composition in 2011 
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Source: ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili. 

Observations 
 The national road system is deteriorating, and is likely to

be largely unusable within 10 years if the budget remains
at recent levels. If this occurs, the deficiencies in the
national road system would strangle development. The
goals of the Strategic Development Plan 2011–2030
would be unachievable. 

 Even after taking into account the extra cost of
rehabilitation, the nation is much better off by
rehabilitating national roads. A good target is an
international standard of an IRI of around 4. 

 To rehabilitate the national roads to this standard would
require a budget of at least $120 million by 2015. This is a
conservative estimate, and it would be safer to allocate at
least $200 million–$250 million by 2015. Upgrading roads
would require an even larger budget. 

 It is better to rehabilitate sooner rather than later. The
short-term priorities are those road sections with the
highest traffic volumes. 

 It is important, however, not to ignore roads with low
volumes. Many are in poor condition, which is probably
one reason why traffic levels are so low. Once improved,
traffic volumes could increase substantially. 

 

Suggestions 
 Proceed quickly to planning and implementing road

upgrades and rehabilitation. The benefits will outweigh
the costs by as much as 4 to 1.  

 Front-load road works over the 2012–2015 period, as this
will maximize the benefits and the economic boost from
improving the national roads. 

 Closely monitor project quality so that value for the
money is not sacrificed during a surge in investment. 

 Increase the ongoing maintenance budget to preserve the
investment being made in national roads. 

 Keep building the capacity of national contractors to
effectively maintain the national roads over the long
term. 

Richard Phelps, Senior Infrastructure Specialist 
Special Office in Timor-Leste 
ADB–World Bank Building, Avenida dos Direitos Humanos 
Dili, Timor-Leste 
Telephone +670 332 4801 

ADB Headquarters 
6 ADB Avenue, Mandaluyong City 
1550 Metro Manila, Philippines 
Telephone +63 2 632 4444 
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State of the Timor-Leste Road Network in 2011 

 
Road section Length 

Code Name (km) Total Excl. M/C High-B High-C High-D High-E Med-B Med-C Med-D Med-E Low-B Low-C Low-D Low-E Total
AO1-1 Dili to Manatuto 59 3,516 1,374
AO1-2 Manatuto to Baucau 57 1,898 744
AO1-3 Baucau to Lautem 60 1,489 523
AO1-4 Lautem to Com 20 449 113
AO2-1 Dili to Aileu 44 1,259 369
AO2-2 Aileu to Maubisse 25 1,148 319
AO2-3 Maubisse to Aituto 13 1,067 253
AO2-4 Aituto to Ainaro 26 675 207
AO2-5 Ainaro to Cassa 21 926 316
AO2-6 Cassa to Zumalai 17 926 126
AO2-7 Zumalai to Suai 30 897 106
AO3-1 Dili to Tibar 7 5,188 2,092
AO3-2 Tibar to Liquica 26 3,367 958
AO3-3 Liquica to Batugade 74 2,226 665
AO3-4 Batugade to Mota Ain 1 1,670 393
AO3-5 Batugade to Maliana 41 1,823 361
AO4-1 Tibar to Gleno 33 1,904 733
AO4-2 Gleno to Ermera 12 722 266
AO5-1 Aituto to Betulala 11 330 131
AO5-2 Betulala to Same 20 311 133
AO5-3 Same to Betano 25 539 113
AO6-1 Baucau to Venilale 24 1,369 412
AO6-2 Venilale to Viqueque 34 773 155
AO7-1 Viqueque to Natarbora 43 441 117 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 60 23 9 100
AO8-1 Viqueque to Uaturcarbau 56 547 124
AO8-2 Uaturcarbau to Ilomar 25 196 55
AO8-3 Ilomar to Los Palos 45 409 96
AO8-4 Los Palos to Lautem 28 1,697 459
AO9-1 Manatuto to Criba 22 234 85
AO9-2 Criba to Laclubar 13 194 74
AO9-3 Laclubar to Mane Hat 35 15 4
AO9-4 Mane Hat to Natarbora 11 87 26
AO10-1 Gleno to Lourba 69 473 161 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 12 16 100
AO11-1 Ermera to Maliana 64 373 97
AO12-1 Maliana to Oeleu 16 677 102
AO12-2 Oeleu to Lourba 10 560 106
AO12-3 Lourba to Zumalai 26 784 79
AO13-1 Same to Hatu Udo 17 260 57
AO13-2 Hatu Udo to Cassa 8 106 19
AO14-1 Natarbora to Alas 38 520 206
AO14-2 Alas to Betano 9 324 58
AO15-1 Suai to Tilomar 12 483 77
AO15-2 Tilomar to Wemassa Border 15 609 93

AO16-1 Oeleu to Fatululik 29 275 16
AO16-2 Fatululik to Tilomar 48 400 81
AO17-1 Pante Macassar to 

Bobometo/Oesilo
28 2,064 538 0 0 0 0 0 37 56 7 0 0 0 0 100

AO18-1 Pante Macassar to Citrana 48 1,429 139 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 27 22 100
AO19-1 Pante Macassar to Sakalo 15 1,031 188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 13 7 100
ALL SECTIONS 1,408 1,098 321 5 15 1 1 7 12 6 0 7 29 12 5 100
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         Traffic volumes      Road condition by rating 

High ( 2,600 
average vpd)

22%

Medium (1,450 
average vpd)

25%

Low (500 
average vpd)

53%

  

B (fast 2WD)
20%

C (slow 2WD)
55%

D (2WD, rough 
with vehicle 

damage)
19%

E (slow 4WD)
6%  

2WD = two-wheel drive, 4WD = four-wheel drive, km = kilometer, M/C = motorcycle, vpd = vehicles per day. 
Note: High, medium, and low refer to traffic volumes; B, C, D, and E are ratings of the road condition, where B is better than E. 
Source: ADB. ADB. 2011. Forthcoming. Timor-Leste 2011 Road Outlook. Dili; and Japan International Cooperation Agency. 2011. Maintenance/Repair Plan for
Arterial (National) Roads in Timor-Leste. Vol. 1. Main text. Dili. (Prepared by the Project for the Capacity Development of Road Works in Timor-Leste. Dili.
www.jica.go.jp/project/english/easttimor/001/index.html) 
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